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Decorations
EMBLEM
Per fess Azure and Vert, in fess a mountain range Gules overall rising out of sinister base a demiraven, wings elevated and displayed Proper, with an eye of the third radiating two electronics
flashes Sable, one terminating in front of a billet at nombril point Celeste, the other terminates at a
sword of the like hafted Gules, extending point downwards from the sinister wing. The dexter
wing points to a red triangle in dexter flank, in dexter chief, four Light Blue flight symbols
descending bendwise sinister in tactical formation one, two and one, all within a narrow bordure
Yellow. Attached above the disc, a Brittany Blue scroll edged with a narrow Yellow border and
inscribed with "AETC STUDIES & ANALYSIS SQ" in Yellow letters. Attached below the disc, a
Light Blue scroll edged with a narrow Yellow border and inscribed with "VINCIT OMNIA
VERITAS" in Yellow letters.
EMBLEM SIGNIFICANCE

Blue and yellow are the Air Force colors. Blue alludes to the sky, the primary theater of Air Force
operations. Yellow refers to the sun and the excellence required of Air Force personnel. The disc
divided blue and green with a red mountain range reflects the squadron's function in training and
providing both air liaison officers and forward air controllers. The raven pointing to a target (red
triangle) on the ground and holding a sword representing military preparedness symbolizes the
intelligence gathering and aerial control of ground combat. The light blue flight symbols and
square stand for friendly ground and air forces and are linked to the raven with electronic flashes
suggesting the unit's function as a link between air and ground forces.
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